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1) My organization is going through some form of 
transformation & change?

2) What is one thing your organization is doing 
well to help navigate transformation and change?

Let’s take a look at the results…



3.1 years

Global Center for Digital Transformation: Digital Vortex How Digital Disruption Is Redefining Industries – June 2015



Imagine being a taxicab driver 
in NYC or San Francisco 

right now.



Agility:

- Hyperawareness
- Informed decision-making
- Fast execution

Global Center for Digital Transformation: Digital Vortex How Digital Disruption 
Is Redefining Industries – June 2015



26,000
Yelp reviews

per day



WOULD YOU EAT HERE?YELP REVIEWS:



Pros
There are no pros for working in this company.

Cons
I don’t know where to start…

Pros
Payroll is processed every two weeks.

Cons
Everything else.

“Worst company
ever to work for”

WOULD YOU WORK HERE? GLASSDOOR REVIEWS

“Bad place to work”

“Don’t do it”



THE GLASSDOOR EFFECT: employees post thoughts
about working at a specific company on Glassdoor.com. People
trust peers more than a company’s own claims.

Pros
Inspiring, great benefits, culture, work and life 
balance, management, continuing education

Cons
In my opinion, no cons at this time

“Great balance between
big-company security and fun,

fast-moving projects”

WOULD YOU RATHER WORK HERE?



Creating Shared Consciousness

“Dealing with a flexible, agile, networked enemy 
required moving from 4 operations a month to 
300 per month…”

“[The] Only way we could achieve this is with 
Radical Transparency. ”

“We fundamentally changed the way we 
operated and the culture of our organization.”

General Stanley McChrystal: Change the Way We Lead 
Engler's Angle -- A CEB Podcast About Talent                                                                                    
December 8, 2015

Transparency: A Competitive 
Advantage



Monthly Leadership Team Meeting
Setting



Kim, the CEO, asks the 
functional leaders to offer a 
quick update on the progress of 
their most important metrics



Ashley, the COO, 
shares current inventory 
levels & average delivery 

times for the month 



Gautham, the CFO, 
describes current cash flow 
& last month’s profitability 

performance



Jan, the CMO, explains 
how monthly lead flow, and 
market share are up but so 

is the cost of acquisition



Tom, the head of HR, shares key 
actions taken from last year’s 

culture survey along with more 
real-time insights from the last 

quarter’s pulse. 



• 64% of companies measure engagement once per year
• 11%  - once per quarter
• 7% - more frequently than once per quarter
• 18%  - never measure engagement

When asked “How frequently do you 
measure your employees’ engagement?” 

Bersin by Deloitte -- Predictions for 2017 Everything Is Becoming Digital 

64%11%

7%

18%
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ACTIVELY	DISENGAGED NOT	ENGAGED ENGAGED

Nearly 70% of employees are NOT engaged and 

the needle hasn’t moved in decades

15 years of Gallup engagement measurement



of employees
are NOT engaged

Main cause? 

They feel like their opinions
don’t matter

Disengaged = low productivity, turnover

70%



Disengagement translates into

$450 billion 
in lost productivity 
each year



Why culture is so important?



“It’s about culture.  I could leave our strategy on an 
airplane seat and have a competitor read it and it 

would not make any difference.”                                     

John Stumpf, CEO, Wells Fargo

True confessions…



Are our people aligned 
and engaged?

Build human capability, 
ownership, and 
responsibility

ADAPTABILITY
Pattern, Trends, 
& Market

MISSION
Direction, Purpose, 

& Blueprint
Do we know where 

we are going?

Define a meaningful 
long-term direction

Are we listening to the 
marketplace?

Translate the demands of 
the environment into 
action

INVOLVEMENT
Commitment, Ownership, 
& Responsibility 

CONSISTENCY
Systems, Structures, 

& Processes 
Does our system 
create leverage?

Define the values & 
systems, the  basis of  a 

strong culture

Overview of the model



Higher culture 
scores translate 
to better value 
creation and 
return 

EBITDA Growth

Sales Growth

-1%

-4%

17%

6%

Top 30  CompaniesBottom 30 Companies

Linking Culture and Performance



Culture and Performance



DISCOVERY
Why is culture important to the 
performance of your organization?
Gather and share input; interviews & real 
time feedback

Path to High Performance



PLANNING
How can we ensure effective and 
sustainable culture development?
Detailed project & communication plans; 
Role clarification



DIAGNOSIS
What is your current state?
Accurate & comprehensive understanding 
of the current state



HONEST CONVERSATION
How do we create common 
understanding?
Result review discussions & crowd 
sourcing organization for perspective on 
priorities



ACTION PLANNING
How do we translate results into 
thoughtful actions?
Detailed action plans and priorities at 
different levels; crowd source organization 
for ideas on taking action



IMPLEMENTATION
How are we executing the actions 
and what are we learning?
Support the execution of plans and 
facilitate feedback, learning, and 
adjustment; pulse regularly on key action 
indicators



SUSTAINABLE IMPROVEMENT
What is the impact?
Disciplined and intentional culture 
development; progress towards higher
performance; pulse regularly on key action 
indicators



LAST 15 YEARS OF MEASUREMENT

● Integrates proven performance framework with pulse feedback 
○ Real-time results can be shared to create greater ownership and confidence
○ Generate understanding of challenges and points of alignment on the path
○ Build community momentum to achieve performance objectives Widen the scope of involvement beyond the 

executive team to the whole organization

Crowd source your organization for their thoughts 
on important priorities

Gather ideas from the broader organization and 
let the ideas with the most buy-in rise to the top

Pulse regularly on key action indicators to 
gauge implementation and improvement Denison Model

Add Insight on the Path to High Performance



Denison’s 
Path to High 
Performance

Real-Time 
Feedback 

with Waggl 
Pulsing

Real-time 
action 

planning 

Connection, 
Collaboration,  
Alignment & 
Improvement 

+ + =

● Culture assessment sets the baseline
● Pulsing gives real-time feedback 
● Organization aligns around its most important goals in real-time

● The Wisdom is in the System
○ What you don’t know, they know
○ Value of the right insight

Continuous Feedback | Improvement | Growth



Becoming a High-Performing, Agile Organization
Where are we headed?

Our goal is to help you build a high-performing 
organization that is connected, engaged, resilient, and agile. 

Where do we begin?
We start our work together in the place 
that’s right for you.

RANGE OF TOPICS

Targeted business applications like strategy, marketing and salesCore HR topics like culture and engagement

FREQUENCY

Always onOnce a year or every other year

INCLUSION

Use with full company and by leaders for specific business purposesUse with select teams

TRANSPARENCY

Real-time reporting to full company One-time reporting to managers and employees



Questions



Christopher Mims
Wall Street Journal

WSJ - http://tinyurl.com/p3rhcuc

“Creating a 'listening culture' at companies, I 
honestly think it's the most transformative 
thing ever."

(After featuring Waggl in a front page story about a new category of workplace feedback platforms)



Discover the powerful blend of Denison’s proven methodology with 
Waggl’s innovative technology to help your organization successfully 
navigate culture transformation in real time. 

Waggl's ‘always on’ feedback platform and Denison’s proven models 
and enterprise focus can accelerate the pace of your cultural 
transformation.

39

DENISON SURVEY +  WAGGL PULSE = AMAZING CULTURE

+



Let’s	get	buzzy.	Thank	you!

connect@waggl.com

www.waggl.com

Thank you

+


